The following is a list of applicants for the July 2019 Oregon Uniform Bar Examination. Applicants for admission to practice law in Oregon must demonstrate that they are qualified on moral character and fitness grounds. To aid the Board of Bar Examiners in its investigation of these qualifications, the following is a list of applicants who have submitted applications for the July 2019 Uniform Bar Exam. The board requests that members examine this list and bring to the board’s attention in a signed letter any information that might influence the board in considering the moral character of any applicant for admission. Send correspondence to Troy Wood, Admissions Manager, Oregon State Board of Bar Examiners, 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd, PO Box 231935, Tigard, OR 97281-1935.

A Jalil Shamsud-Din
Aaron Lubarsky-Ford
Abbie Katherine Tornquist
Abby Marie Cettel
Adam Zachary Wolfe
Adin Taylor Johnson
Adrian A. Johnson
Aleen Lakshmi Potts
Alex Carter Hargrove
Alex Nelson Hadduck
Alexander Charles Green
Alexander Jamaal Boon
Alexandra Thompson Devendra
Alexis Barsana Baello
Alexis John Biddle
Alison Delanie Roth
Allison Marie Harper
Allyson Manaloto Reynolds
Alyssa Jeanne Bonini
Amanda April Bowers
Amanda Elizabeth Knotts
Amanda Kaye Smitley
Amanda Leigh Reilly
Amber Brooke Mahoney
Andrei Ioan Tutui
Andrew Gerald Linden
Andrew Grafton Bridge
Andrew Philip Soule
Andrew Walsa Henderson
Angela Catherine Hajihashemi
Angela Marie Meza
Anjana Lakshmi Kumar
Anna Guan
Antonija Krizanac
Anyaa Sunday Gilbertson
April Marie Stone
Arthur Egbert Fisher
Aryn Michelle Seiler
Aussie Miko Santos
Austin Garlington Buhl
Austin Knighton Smith
Ava Carine Elong
Ayla Uzan Ashaboglu
Bakhtawar Khan
Benjamin David Fischberg
Benjamin Joseph Kirsch
Benjamin Joseph Molloy
Benjamin Robert Espana
Benjamin Robert Pincus
Bianca Elisa Pacheco-Mayberry
Blake James Howell
Brandon Paul Kaskawal
Brent Thomas Hammack
Brian Collins Morgan
Brian James Main
Brian Joseph Lohsl
Brian William Reverman
Briar Rose Keeler
Brigit Kelsey Rollins
Brittan Beth Spencer
Brittany Elyce January
Brittany Jean Hill
Brittany Taylor Ziegler
Brooks Phillip Kern
Byron Lloyd Harmon
Caetlyn Grace Padgett
Caleb Milan Berthelsen
Caprese Lyn Siler-Ball
Cari Lynn Baermann
Carmen Maureen Livengood
Carolyn Theresa Griffin
Casey Jean Geniesse Elmore
Casey Thal Verville
Cassandra Colleen Blake
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Catharine Michelle Roner-Reiter
Caulin Michael Price
Chantal Raye Guzman-Schlager
Charles Alexander Scott
Charles Paul Fournier
Chelsea Renee Strautman
Christa Lynn Danko-Schaller
Christina Nicole Joseph
Christopher Kevin Hall
Christopher William Warren
Cody Wayne Linderholm
Cole Blayne Sito
Colin Ross Saint-Evens
Connor David King
Connor Michael Jones
Cooper Britton Rodgers
Cora Lea Rose
Corinne Havenick Fletcher
Corinne O'Shea Milinovich
Corrine Cole Allain
Cristela Delgado-Daniel
Crystle Ashton Caigoy
Dane Justin Brock
Daniel Augustus Martinez
Daniel Charles Silberman
Daniel James Valdivia
Daniel Minh Buencamino Phung
Danielle Iris DeCant
Danielle Nicole Jacobs
Darrell Carlos Henderson
David Allen Hayes
David Roy Sorensen
Declan John McGarry
Devin William Reynolds
Dieuquynh T. Nguyen
Dustin James Dorsey
Dylan Robert Clark
Edward Hall Cross
Elise Michelle Hampton
Elizabeth Anne Graves
Elizabeth Girdan
Emily Ann Barnard
Emily Ann Reed
Emily DeeAnn LeBlanc
Emily Rebekah Lohman
Emma Grace Arbor
Eric Brad Wolfe
Eric Jay Hester
Eric Ray Mills
Erica Gee Lynch
Erik Gunderson
Ethan Caleb McDonald
Ever Vimbai Chinoda
Eyal Gil Ad
Ferdinand Ruplin
Fianna MacGregor-Whitman
Frances Elizabeth Chrzan
Frank E. Laboy Blanc
Gabriel Esteban Espinal
Gabriela Perez-Mendoza
Garrett Steven Kampf
Garrett William Thompson
Gemma Ashworth Wilson
Gillian Eve Wickersham
Gregory John Mina
Gregory Vincent Goebel
Gwendolyn Walker Smith
Haley Marie Mukensnabl
Hamza Zahid Hashmi
Hannah Lee Lew
Hayley Michelle Capener
Heather Rose Perez Hamilton
Hyun-Jin Park
Ian William Gorham
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Ingrida Regina Latoza
Irene Vazquez Vazquez
Jack Andrew Wray
Jacob Michael Morrow
Jacob Reuben Reisberg
Jake O'Brien Moran
James Joseph Carlson
Jamie Nicole Phillips
Jana Hideko Hayashi
Jarrett Brant Wheeler
Jason John Barbato
Jason John Churchill
Jason Michael Voorhees
Jason Paul Evans
Jason Philip Levy
Jeffrey Todd Adams
Jennifer Ann Trundy
Jennylee Powers Wright
Jessica Luvenia Brown
Jihye Kim Haynes
Jill Owen Conbere
Jillian Emily Hartz
Jody Marilyn Davis
Joel Reed Newey
John Dietrich Knodell IV
John Harrington MacConaghy
John Harrison Myers
John Joseph Taylor Stromberg
John Thomas Walker
John William MacMorris-Adix
Jonathan Daniel Friedman
Jonathan Emmanuel Puente
Jonathan Minh-Viet Bui
Jonathan William Steinberg
Jonathon David Himes
Jordan Elizabeth Pahl
Joseph Alan Dombrosky
Joseph Alexander Wolfe
Joseph Allen Pickels
Joseph Michael Crittenden
Joseph Oswald Huddleston
Josephine Csilla Kovacs
Joshua D R Gambill
Joshua Michael Sherman
Josiah David Shoup
Julianne Marie Humphrey
Julie Cathleen Weber
Kacie Ann Bitzenburg
Katelyn Emily Kindberg
Katelyn Joanne Clements
Katherine Agnes Miller
Katherine Alane London
Katherine Elizabeth Holigan
Katherine Louise Emma Stanford
Katherine Lunt Robinson
Kathleen Marie Gargan
Katlynn Marie Backus
Kaycee Jane McClary
Kaylee Anneliese Dickerboom
Keenan Heath Ferguson
Keegan Caldwell Murphy
Keenan Ordon-Bakalian
Keightley Fosson Wilkins
Kellen Lee Brockman
Kelly Marie Miller
Kelsey Marie Bissonnette
Kelsie Gene Crippen
Kent Nolan Graham
Kevin Patrick Walker
Kevin Richard Kauffman
Kiyana Elaine Parvas
Kristen Elizabeth Sabo
Krystin Nicole Weidner
Kyle Albert Dundas
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Lafayette Antwan Baker
Lana Kay Martinez
Lanimakanamaiaikua Petrulo
Lauren Christine Lewis
LauRose DancingFire Felicity
Lee Charles Dudley
Leigh Siobhan Steinken
Lesley Janeille Callies Milner
Ligia Suzann Grozav
Lindsay Field Jonasson
Lindsay Lee Vierheilig
Lisa Romano
London Shea Ballard
Maddisson Fhalvie Alexander
Madeleine Claire Holmes
Madeleine Sherrin Terry
Madeline Fay Bergman
Marcus Ian Vejar
Margaret Vea Huntington
Marija Vacura Boise
Mario Edward Delegato
Marques Charles Lang
Martin Alexander Gibson
MaryKate Lillian Trainor
Matika Dawn Levy
Matthew Aaron Small
Matthew Alexander Tellam
Matthew Lee Cofer
Matthew Scott Moreno
Maura Beth Richardson
Max Moses Yoklic
Maya Aileen Rinta
McKenzie Faith Gambee
Meagan Angela Biwer
Meagan Grace Wilkerson
Meena Nachiappan
Megan Alice Brunner
Megan Katherine Beshai
Meghan Irene Kamps
Melissa Ann Yotter
Melissa Cohen
Merrill Max Williams III
Michael J. Fitzpatrick
Michael Joseph Clark
Michael Joseph Page
Michael Thomas Burleson
Michael Wayne Martin
Micheline Oliveira D'Angelis
Mick Randall Harris
Mieke Fenimore de Vrind
Miithea Vlad Mog
Monica Jade Lindsay
Moriah Carmel Schiewe
Natasha Marie Collins
Nathan Kyle Klinger
Nathan William Foos
Nicholas Daniel Rogers
Nicholas E. Pileggi
Nicholas Japheth Tealer
Nicholas Overton-Harris
Nicholas Patrick Seymour
Nicholas Taylor Lumley
Nicholas Vincent Beyer
Nicholas Crane St. Laurent
Nicolas Kieffer Ball
Noah Drayton Garrett
Noel Chase Crowley II
Olavo Michel
Paige Seung Mee Carr
Parker Reives Brigance
Paul Chris Stavrou
Paul Duke Kim
Pendrey Pauline Trammell
Perry Albert Kantor
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Peter Erik Lindholm
Po Satia Waghalter
Rachel Ann Menashe
Rachel Austin Elizabeth Nold
Rachel Charlotte Hummel
Rachel Erin Meche
Rachel Gimore Wolfard
Rachel Jane Berry
Rachel Leigh Perry
Rachel Lyn Heatley
Rachel Zoe Norby
Rand Owen Campbell
Randi Marie Schmit
Randy Javar Cortez
Randy Raouf Haj
Rebecca Allison White
Rebecca Anne Richman
Rebecca Lynn Larson-Friend
Rebekkah Marrianna Emerson
Rehan Rauf
Richard Joseph Reichbach
Rina Eileen Hope Morales
Ronald William Martinez
Ross A. Stansberry
Ryan Patrick McFarland
Ryan Scott Mauck
Ryan Thomas Lhotsky
Samantha Marlee Takacs
Samuel Benjamin Thacker
Samuel Jay Pope
Sangye Gesar Ince-Johannsen
Sara Anne Benson
Sara Elizabeth Ward
Sarah Elaine Rissberger
Saskia Petronella Mooy
Savannah Joy Wolfe
Scott Josef Wright
Seamus Padraic O'Connor
Seth David Young
Shaina Adia Maxey Pomerantz
Shane Phillip Davis
Shannon Nickole Suehr
Shannon Nicole Johnson
Shaunee Vanessa Morgan
Shawn Clayton Anderson
Sokho Sonny Eath
Stacie Lee Damaoz
Stefanie Nicole Leighter
Stephanie Danielle Gallegos
Stephen Roy McFarland
Stephen William Thorpe
Steven Jay Ipsen
Stuart Carter Gannon Jr
Suzanne Rochelle Johnson
Taly Avital Cohen
Tanya Alexandrovna Panutich
Tanya Zabeti
Taylor Tyson Vajda
Taylor Ann Gillhamer
Taylor Daniel Snell
Tayt Jordan Weingarten
Thomas Emmette Boone
Thomas McKay Vogt
Thomas Michael Dwyer
Thomas Michael Ybarra
Tiffany Dawn Norman-Santoso
Timothy Liam Conbere
Timothy Wayne Schmidt
Travis Allen Merritt
Trenton Joseph Andreasen
Trevor Jay Eisele
Trevor Robert Byrd
Troy Benjamin Albert
Tyler Douglas Campbell
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Tyler Marie Morrison
Tyler Pierce Hardman
Tyler Richard Beyerlein
Vera Emily Warren
Victoria Hayley Gray
Viktoriya Petrova Radenkova
Vyta Paul Babusis
Weston James Koyama
William Aaron Gunnels
William Charles Riddell
William Christopher Shores
Willy Samuel Chotzen-Freund
Xiao Wen Jin
Xiaoman Bian
Zachary Lawrence Windham
Zachary Peter Santos
Zachary Robert Hutsell
Zachary Robert Williams
Zachary Tyler Nelson
Zeslie Aonani Zablan
Zoe Michelle Grant